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H
ere we are, each and every one of us, consciousness centred in our veryown 

•• custom-made psycho-physiological energy vehicle I(our body, ,that is), trying to 
figure out who we are, where we are and where we are going. It seems, howev

__ er, that we are missing some obvious answers, or, more correctly, overJooking 
answers that we already know. 

We ponder whether time travel is possible, whilst forgetting that we are doing it right 
now. Each and every moment of our lives is spent travelling through time and spacc, our 
physical bodies doing so in a linear fashion, whilst our minds oscillate between the experi
ence of the moment that is occurring now and the mental projections of possible pasts and 
futures. 

We long to know if there is other intelligent life in the universe, even though surround
ed by intelligent and sentient life-forms other than our fellow human time-travellers. How 
easily we forget tha't the myriad species that populate the environmental envelope of our 
living planet-and the planet itself-are all foqns of living intelligence. 

We wonder whether reality consists of more dimensions than just those we detect with 
our physica~  senses, yet we fail to recognise that the 'mental spaces' we construct within 
our minds to even consider such a question, indeed, the very act of thinking itself, clearly 
takes place outside the physical dimensions of reality. 

It would seem that it is largely our own failure to recognise and accept the reality of our 
reality that is responsible for keeping us stumbling through life 'like ignorant fools. Even 
as we thirst for knowledge, we so often fail to notice that we are swimming in a sea of 
answers. 

'Homo Electromagneticus' and The Infinite Ocean 
It appears that our capacity as self-aware entities to detect and interact with the various 

levels of reality with which we're capable of interfacing depends entirely on the manner in 
which we tune our 'reality engtnes', and thus the level of performance at which we can get 
them to operate. Our reality engine consists of all parts of our being, including our bod
ies, brains, minds, souls and spirits. The energy that fuels these engines has been known 
in various cultures throughout the ages by differing names including chi, prana, kundalini, 
orgone, od, and so on, but let's simply refer to it as life-force. 

The concept of life-force can no longer be dismissed as unscientific or as a mere by
product of irrational or mystical thinking. The highly respected two-time Nobel Prize 
nominee Robert O. Becker, a pioneer in the field of electromedicine, makes this clear 
when he states: 

"... the latest scientific revolution has validated the ancient, preliterate concept of "life 
energy", not as some mystical, unknowable force but as measurable electromagnetic 
forces that act within the body as organised control systems. These electromagnetic 
forces appear capable of being accessed through some of the techniques of shaman-heal
ers as well as through modem, direct intervention with similar forces. These ideas have 
led to the development of the new medical paradigm, energy medicine, which is currently 
being slowly integrated into orthodox medicine. 

"We have also seen how these control systems relate certain basic functions of living 
organisms to the electromagnetic environment..., [a] little understood but vitally impor
tant link. "I 

The electromagnetic environment to which Becker refers is the primary energy field 
through which we interact with the material dimensions of reality. We are literally 
embedded within it, and it within us. 
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Figure 1: The Electromagnetic Spectrum
 
(Source: John Taylor, Superminds, Picador, London, 1976, p. 89)
 

This electromagnetic sea is a complex living matrix comprising 
a kaleidoscopic array of signals including the Earth's natural geo
magnetic field, the electromagnetic fields generated! by the weath
er and atmospheric conditions, energy releases from seismic 
events within the Earth's crust, the immensely powerful solar wind 
produced by the Sun, innumerable other sources of cosmic radia
tion such as energy fields from supernovas and other stars, the 
COSrrllC background microwave radiation, and so on. 

The interaction of the solar wind-the stream of charged parti
cles from the Sun-and the Earth's geomagnetic field generates 
enormously powerful. electrical currents an(l] electromagn.etic 
waves nhat resonate within the atmospheric envelope that cradles 
the planet. As the Earth rotates within its fixed magnetosphere, it 
creates a daily rhythm in the geomagnetic field which acts as a 
clock for critical functions within our bodies. 

The isoelectric static field that exists between the surface of the 
Earth and the ionosphere, the lower layers of which are around 80 
kilometres above the plan.et, increases in charge by 200 volts per 
metre of altitude. This means than the act of j,ust standing upright 
on the Earth's surface produces approximately 400 volts of elec
trostatic charge at the top of your head. The electrodynamic field 
created by the vibrations and movements of our bodies couples us 

to the Earth's field with the utmost sensitivity, par
ticularly since both fields resonate at virtually 
identical frequencies, thus forming a tuned system. 

The most minute variations in these environ
mental energy fields have a direct iniluence on 
human psychophysiology and consciousness; and, 
just as important.ly, variations in puman psy
chophysiology and consciousness have a direct 
influence on these fields. Through this continuous 
energetic interplay, our consciousness interfaces 
with the inf01TITation that informs its reality. 

The Reality IEngine 
What do we mean by the terms consciousness, 

environment, reality and information? Let us 
adopt the definitions proposed by Robert Jahn and 
Brenda Dunne of the Engineering Anomalies 
Rcsearch (PEAR) laboratory at Princeton 
University, in their seminal book 'entitled, Margins 
of Reality-The RoLe of Consciousness in the 
PhysicaL WorLd. 2 These definitions pertain to a 
theoretical modd of consciousness and its role in 
the formation of reality that Jabn and Dunne have 
proposed to explain data generated by over a 
decade's experimentation. 

The term Consciousness "... is intended to sub
sume aLL categories of human experience, includ
ing perception, cognition, intuition, instinct and 
entotion, at aLL LeveLs, incLuding those commonLy 
termed "conscious", "subcons.cious", "supercon
scious" or "unconscious", without presumption of 
specific psychoLogicaL or physioLogicaL mecha
nisms." 

The concept of Environment ..... incLudes aLL 
circumstances and influences affecting the con
sciousness that it perceives to be separate from 
itseLf, including, as appropriate, its own physicaL 
corpus and its physicaL habitat, as well as all 
intangibLe psychoLogicaL, sociaL and historical 
influences that bear upon it. Thus consciousness 
and environment engage in the "llNot l" dialogue 
of classicaL phiLosophy, but with the interface 

betwe~  the two regarded as subjective and situation-specific. " 
Reality encompasses "aLL aspe£ts of experience, expression and 

behavior, {and] is constituted onLy at the interface between con
sciousness and its enviromnent, and it is to that reaLity interface 
aLone that the modeL pertains. " 

It is also presumed that the sole currency of any realHy is 
Info:rmation, "... which may flow in either direction; that is, con
sciousness may insert information into its environment as weLL as 
extract infonnation from it. In this functionaL sense, information 
may be constituted by any array of stimuLi that the consciousness, 
or the environment, is capabLe of sens.ing or reacting to. " 

So, according to olu hypothesis we can now argue that our reali
ty engine-our consciousness-is engaged in constant two-way 
mult,idimensional communication with the infinite energetic field 
of information in Which it is embedded. Furthermore, we can 
argue that in a very real sense our consciousness is what it is 
conscious of, both consciously and subconsciously. This being 
the case, it would seem acceptable to conclude that the more 
coherence there is between the signa'ls we detect externally and 
those we generate internally, the more coherent our experience of 
reality will be (increased coherence equals a higher signal-to=noise 
ratio). 
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Unifying Physical and Mental Space 
We know from our own life experience that the environment in 

which we exist is both physical and non-physical. The physical 
world is that part of reality which we 'rationally' perceive as being 
outside of ourselves and which we sense by means of the signals 
that are transmitted to our brains via the nervous system, the most 
sophisticated radar system we know to exist. It tunes into the entire 
spectrum of electromagnetic frequencies that deliver light, sound, 
smell, taste and touch to our brains. This rernarkable antenna array 
also unceasingly monitors the internal status of our bodies, detect
ing minute changes and warning us when conditions are not as they 
should be, when we need rest, and so forth. 

The non-physical aspects of our reality include the mental spaces 
which our minds experience and generate, such as our mental 'pic
ture' of the world, our memories, our mental projections of the 
future, and the worfd of our imagination. These spaces are influ
enced not only by the forces active within our own psychic struc
ture, but also by the mental forces of those individuals, grouFls and 
social structures that impact on our thoughts, and the spiritual forces 
that motivate or iufifuence us. 

H we consider two of the most extreme positions that people 
adopt regarding the relationship between the worlds of mind and 
ma~ter, we have a choice between accepting: (I) that all phenome
na, including mind and consciousness, are generated by matter and 
its motions; or, (2) that we are purely spiritual entities who have 
become t'rapped in an illusory andl essentially 'negative' material 
plane of existence ('original sin'). 

The problem with both these arguments is that they fail to pro
vide a framework which encompasses the totality of our individual 
and collective experience. Indeed, both these belief systems require 
that we dismiss an integral part of the reality we experience. One 
seeks to discard our spiritual life, the other our material existence. 

The late Professor David Bohm, a leading thinker and possibly 
the most important the.oretical physicist since Albert Einstein, found 
neither of these positions tenable, and proposed a third option which 
he suppofited troth experimentally and theoreticaUy. His WQrk has 
attracted growing support from scientists, theologians and philoso
phers alike. 

In essence, Bohm proposed that our perceived reality (in aU its 
forms) is the manifestation of information that has psycbosomatic 
significance, that is, meaning, to us: 

"It has been commonly accepted, especially in the West, that the 
mental and physical are quite different but are somehow related, 
but the theory of their relationship has never been satisfactorily 
developed. I suggest that the two are not actually separated; that 
the mental and the physical are two aspects, like the form and con
tent ofsomething which is only separable in thought, not in reality. 
Meaning is the bridge between the two aspects. 

"In quantum mechanics we have fields of information in the wave 
function, and perhaps super quantum fields which organize the 
quantum field itself. These fields are not in space-time but they are 
in multi-dimensional space, at least mathematically speaking. 
Space and time are also anthropomorphic concepts. They are 
meanings. ,~ 

Multidimensional Information Fields 
We are now proposing that the reality experienced by our con

sciousness is determined by the information which our con
sciousness exchanges with its environment (which is both physi
cal and non-physical), and that we can only consciously experi
ence realities which have some meaning to us. E-motion, which 
is mediated by our heart, in conjunction with intellect and logic, 
mediated by our mindlbrain, subsequently determines our attitude 
toward any given experience. 

Although scientific reductionists locate mind and memory with
in the brain and generally argue that behaviour is largely deter
minedl by genetic and biological characteristics, such a view is 
clearly lacking in merit in the face of current scientific evidence. 
As the maverick English scientist Rupert Sheldrake has pointed 
out: 

"...you could say the present mechanistic approach to biology is 
like trying to understand the pictures on the screen of the TV set 
by more and more detailed analysis of the chemistry of the con
densers and wires and so on, completely leaving out account of 
the fact that the pictures depend on transmissions coming from 
somewhere else. The fact is, of course, that neither radio nor TV 
nor living organisms can be explained simply in terms of the 
chemistry and arrangement of their components. But the mecha
nists will then say, 'Well, we'll admit we can't explain it now, but 
we will be able to explain it in the futu.re.' They issue undated 
promissory notes. It's essentially an act offaith in the mechanistic 
method, not really a strict scientific hypothesis. ". 

Sheldrake's hypotheSIS of the existence of formative information 
fields, which he calls morphogenetic fields, has been hailed by 
many scientists as the greatest breakthrough in biology this centu
ry. Sheldrake proposes that morphogenetic fields are generated by 
everything that exists within the universe, including all material 
forms, thought forms, forms (i.e., patterns) of behaviour, and so 
on. He suggests that these fields are transmitted and received in a 
process analogllus to the reception and transmission of TV or 
radio sigAals. 

When we speak of fields, we normally mean "regions of ener
getic influence", but what makes morphogenetic fields different 
from other fields is that as they are formative rather than ener
getic; thus they are "regions of formative influence". 

Unlike ordinary fields, the influences of morphogenetic fields 
do not diminish Ithrough space and time but, rather, permeate all of 
space and time. Their influence exists everywhere and every
when, [ike forms attracting information from, and adding informa
tion'lo, like fieI'ds, and vice versa: 
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Figure 2: The Geometry of Reality 
(Source: Jahn & Dunne, Margins of Reality,' p. 204) 
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"The reason I say that the fieLds themseLves are not energetic is say that we are "in the same headspace". When describing states 
that according to the theory these fieLds have a non-LocaL charac of mind we often use tenns such as "deep in thought", "way out", 
ter: they are not attenuated by time or space-they act outside of "high as a kite", or say that we are getting "into" something. 
time and space. And if the fieLds, in their non-LocaL character, When covering distance mentally, we might say that we are 
invoLved a transfer ,of energy, it wouldn't be possibLe for them to "taking things in our stride" or are "taking. steps toward fixing a 
have these properties. problem". We might argue that we are "going over old ground" or 

"The fieLds are aLways Linked to energetic systems-they aLways "getting into new territory". Whilst sorting out a problem ,in our 
interact with energetic systems. The reason I say they're not them minds, we might let our thoughts "wander" until we have worked 
seLves energy is partLy because of the way they're transmitted from out our "position", at which point we might take a "stand" on 
pLace to pLace (non-LocaLLy) and partLy because the kind of causa whatever "grounds" we feel are necessary. 
tion they're invoLved in is distinct from the kind of causation Our metaphorical descriptions of time often define how we feel 
physics deaLs with, which is aLways construed in terms of ener about the "mentat space" we are occupying. When we are 
getic causation. The whoLe question ofform has a curious reLa absorbed by something we often find that "time flies", and when 
tionship to energy; it can never exist without energy or activity, we are bored with our thoughts "time drags". In highly stressful 
because without something having actuality or activity or energy a or emotional situations we might say that "time stoodl still". When 
form can't have any physical reaLity."~  we feel overloaded we might say that we need "time out", or if we 

Here, Sheldrake makes a vitally important point regarding tme are annoyed at somebody's repetitive behaviour we might accuse 
nature of morphogenetic fields and that is that they are, in the true them of doing the same thing "time after time". We may suggest a 
sense of the tenn, metaphysical fields: they exist outside of the solution that will do "for the meantime" or "for the time being". 
physical dimensions of reality. We often describe our view of reality in terms of mass. for 

example, we might find a situation "real1y heavy", in which case it 
The Principles of may "weigh us down". We mightI 

Experience --..-...... .. ...... ;.:::.~:.  --""':""":'. - judge someone to be "Iight-
According to the theoretical//' .... i ~:  /.,/ ,..-.:....~_  ··l:·r.:.·:··.:,,:~·.~-.·.~~.~:·.~,~··-\···  ... r~···'j.. weight" or "lighthearted".. When 

model postulated by Jahn and : i ;' :: :.. :." " . " .. ':: ". "'-' -:-- ..• : "''!'' we have a lot do, we d'escnbe our 
• ; ~ • :, . ' ~ .. I.'-~·~·~·-··'··""._·  "'0,", II . II 

Dunne, the actIOn of con- [ ',; : ..' : :' '.",-"; .. ",~!,:"":;~::~:,:,::;_,,-.~~ .. /.:: ..,,..... /. '.,' workload as massive. 

~~~ir~~ft~li~~;~~f:  ":~;{:}_,,\~i¥1~Ci~'"iiI'11r!f\~8?[;:f:~:';"~:~·  ~i~~~~:~~E:;;l:~ 
 

tum mechanics In other /.',......., ...... :",.:..y ..~,":.:;:.: ...:...':.:;::: ...:..:..:.:.:-.;':::':'~"::", ;'.:~.::,:: ..)_:.:/.... realise the full "gravity" of its� 
words, conscio~sness  has ':::C:·(:~~~/~~{S;;f  ;';J;?'~~:'Nj~fljFXfl";(-'- :~~~~2;/L.:L::'<~  consequences. 
both particle-like and wave.--~:.·--·:, .. >,:·::~:.:~::: "'::~:'f (;....: " - {~~.-::::::::-....  We also describe our thoughts 
Ii~e properties: and interacts <~'~~;~~.~\':\ :-'~:\.:·2>:::::::"·'·':'~'-'~' -' '~;\\.' ...':"'" ", i~ tenns of char¥e, using expres
with other subJectIvely-lOde- / :. .. ; >'1';..,.; ",:-" .< :::: :-.... ,:: ';' .. \. ". slons such as belOg "attracted to" 
pendent consciousness forms / /" 1/' : - , :......... ,. \ \ or "repulsed by" something or 
to create larger structures akin ./ j./[ .\.\. ··.~ ·... ·· .._.. :n~... . 1 \ somebody. A situation may 
to consciousness molecules,--;"'--: .)," "<"""~~;;-::''':-':':./  j! become "highly charged" 
and so on. It is influenced by 1 ( \ """ . ...~.(!fy - ,.I! I depending on whether we per-
fields, and, as is the case with \" \ ..- ...<" .- / / ceive other participants as having 
matter, systems and structures \. '. "" '. a "positive" or "negative" reac
that resonate coherently tend .... "'- tion to our own "CUHe!1lts of 
to be stable, whilst those that (Source: Yatri Unknown Man: The ~'ysterious Birth I thought". This may lead to the 
do not tend to break apart. ~f a New Species 6 p. 208) Issue becoming "polarised", at 

According to this model, ' __-.- which point our emotions may 
the penetration of our consciousness into the environment, its get "excited" and "sparks" may begin to fly. Then again, we may 
range, is a function of the extent of our attention to it, or of our find ourselves interacting intimately with someone when we sense 
interaction with it. As our consciousness expands out into the "electricity" between us. 
cognitive plane-that is, the field of information (potential expe- The important thing we need to recognise is that our mental 
rience which, in itself, is dispassionate)-the emotional compo- reality shares many of the properties of the physical world, once 
nent of any particular interaction will generate either a positive again supporting the hypothesis that they are in fact different man
(approach, attraction) or negative (avoidance, repulsion) state in ifestations of the same forces. It is also important to recognise the 
the participating consciousness. The emotional components in role that E-motion plays in tbe interaction between consciousness 
any interaction are expressed as a cognitive orientation and may and reality. 
be generated by any or every conscious element participating in 
the interaction. Speaking The Universal Language 

The very language we use to communicate descriptions of our All systems of communication speak a single language, the lan
experiences-and how we feel about ~hem-suggests the possibil guage of form. Speech, for example, is an audible form; writing, a 
ity that consciousness itself is imbued with the same properties as visual form. To consider the infinite versatility of form, we need 
space-time and the matter it contains. For example, we often use only consult the dictionary to see just how many facets of reality 
spatial metaphors wh.en describing our relationship to a person. this word describes. Form not only suggests the shape of a thing 
We might say we are "drifting apart" from them, or that we find it or person: it also implies the structural conditions that detennine 
hard Ito communicate with them as they seem "distant". the shape and mode in which that thing manifests. For example, 
Conversely, we may feel "close" to them, in which case we may water can take form as a liquid, a solid or a vapour depending on 
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the conditions under whichl it is formed, yel it still remains fLO. 
Fonn also describes the arrangement or relationship of the parts 

of a whole to that whole. for example, music, art and literatur~ all 
consist of individual forms that come together to create a larger 
whole. The act of bringing together and shaping those compo
nents also takes a form, that is, an order or method. When the 
resultant formation is pleasing to our senses, we might then 
describe it as having "a plc.asant form". 

Thoughts take form in our minds which are themselves com
posed of energetic psychic structures. When these structures are 
finnly rooted within our psyche, we might refer to them as "rigid 
belief systems". But when they are flexible and responsive to the 
interplay between our consciousness and environment, we tend to 
think more creatively. The most imaginative humans are some
times called "free-fo!1TI thinkers" for this very reason. 

There are numerous other examples we 
coulld use to demonstrate the notion of form, 
but, as we can already see, form is both an 
action and ,the thing upon which it is acting; 
hence, any set of conditions which we 
attempt to expre'Ss scientifically as a formu
la should be understood not only as a 
description of the formative conditions 
under which a thing is formed', but also as a 
description of the form itself. 

Now if we can just step back momentarily 
and consider the full implications of the con
cepl of form, we can onlly conclude that 
objects and events-and the forces which 
bring Ithem about-are ultimately all expres
sions of one and the same thing: energy in 
its variety of fonns. This is why physicists 
and theologians alike have proposed that an 
all-encompassing and infinite field of energy and intelligence 
underlies a'll phenomena, including the Universe itself and all the 
matter, life and consciousness it contains. Scientists refer to it as 
the unified field; theologians know it as God. Under two different 
names, both are referring to an ultimate holistic system of systems. 

The experimental evidence provided by science, andl the experi
ence of our own lives, demonstrates to us that specific energetic 
relalionships bring about the manifestation of specific forms of 
matter, specific fonns of thought, specific states of being, and so 
on. Therefore, if we can come to a better understanding of the 
language of form-which is the language of relationships-we 
should be able to bring more desirable states of reality into being. 

The Heart of the Matter 
The questions we must now consider are: Where is it that our 

consciousness interfaces the experiential worlds of physical reality 
and mental reality, the worlds of matter, mind and meaning? 
Where is it that we ultimately attempt to reconcile our thoughts 
with our experience of the world we lPercei've 'ou.~ there'? It is, of 
course, in our heart-the control centre of emotion, the part of us 
we refer to when making all our most important decisions and 
judgements, and the part of us with which we experience the most 
intense sensations generated by any reality we might encounter. 

Without reference to our heart, both our minds and our bodies 
can quickly become unhooked from reality. The moment we 
ignore the feelings in our heart, the signals we receive and gener
ate start ,to become incoherent, and sooner or rater we 'begin to 
function in way that is destructive both to ourselves and our envi
ronment. 

We all know the major role the heart plays in keeping our body 
functioning, but few of us realise that the heart also secretes a 
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powerfUl peptide hormone (ANF) which affects various regions of 
,the brain including the hypothalamus and the pituitary gland, 
which plays a critical role in the release of growth hormones to the 
body and the control of metabotic function. In esoteric traditions, 
the pituitary gland also enjoys special spiritual significance: 

"That which is termed the pituitary is the Seventh Seal, it is 
Holy and Divine. It possess within Itself that which is termed a 
hormone structure thelt, through desire, opens itself and lets the 
hormones flow through the brain and the mouth of the pineal 
which is the Sixth Seal, the door to the Seventh. In the flowing of 
these hormones, it activates another part of that which is termed 
the divine receiver, the brain, to allocate itself to accept a higher 
thought frequency called unlimitedness. The higher thought 
emerges upon the brain and, in the specified area, through the 
door of that which is termed the divine Seventh, fills the entire 

brain cavity with a different electrical fre
quency circuit. ''l\ - _.

Is it possible that the generation of specific 
signals-spccific wavcforms-in the heart 
activates higher functions in the brain and 
thus opens the doorway for consciousness t<5 
increase the range and quality of its experi
ence? 

We know that energy i§. information; so, 
logically, the place in the body where we 
find the strongest ekc.tromagnetic sFgnal 
should be the most powerful source of ,infor
mation. Once again, we find that the heart is 
that source. Similarly, the heart generates 
the strongest sounds in the body. 

As the heart ejects blood from its left ven
tricle into the aorta, the resulting pressure 
waves collide with their own echoes travel

ling back down the aorta, creating a sO,nic illterference pattern 
which radiates right through the body. When you stop the sound 
of breathing (by holding your breath), the he'art's sonic pu'!se and 
its echo synchronise and resonate the entire !body at a frequency 
around seven cycles peF second'?, the same frequency at which the 
Earth's electromagnetic field resonates, This pulse also gently 
vibrates the brain as it floats amidst the thin layer of fluid within 
the protective membrane called the dura mater, ordering the fluids 
inside the brain's ventricles. 

Like~ise,  the electromagnetic wavefonns generated by the heart 
are also distributed throughout ,the entire body, directly influenc
ing our brain, the nervous system, the endo-crine glands, and our 
immune system. By generating the right frequencies within the 
heart, we can quite literally bring it, our entire bodies and our 
minds into resonance with the Earth's own heartbeat. 

Recent research conductedl at the Irrstitute of HeartMath in 
Boulder Creek, California, demonstrates that the E-motion we call 
love is the most beneficial one to hold in the heart ,for true health 
in body and mind. One paper fmm the Institute, entitled ECG 
Spectra: The Measurement of Coherent and Incoherent 
Frequencies and their Relationship to Mental and Emotional 
States, concludes: 

"From the results obtained in this research, there is a correla
tion between the subjects' mental and emotional states and the fre
quency spectra of the ECG [electrocardiogram}. When the sub
jects sincerely felt love, care or appreciation, the spectra changed 
to a more ordered and coherent frequency distribution. On the 
o'ther hand, when the subjects were in a state offrustration, worry 
or anger, the ECG spectra were disordered and chaotic. Heart 
frequencies create an electromagnetic field which is distributed 
throughout the body. The degree of coherence in the heart is the 
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major determining factor for coherence in the rest of the body, course simply by taking on the responsibility to strengthen love's� 
suggesting the possibility that ECG frequencies have profound signal within our own hearts and minds.� 
effects on overall health and well-being. Psychologiml evalua Now is the time to replace the 'sixties adage, "T,urn on, tune in,� 
tions confirmed that subjects who produced higher percentages of drop out!", with a new one to help us through to the next millenni�
coherent ECG frequencies were better able to manage their men um: 'Tune up, turn on, wake up!" 00� 

tal and emotional natures and their reactions to stressful events in� Footnotes: 
day-to-day life. ,~ 1. Becker, Roben 0" Cross-Currents: The Perils ofElectropollution-The 

The other important factor is that the influence of these signals Promise ofElectromedicine, 1. P. Tarcher, Los Angeles, CA, USA, 1'990, pp. 
is not limited to the area within our own bodies. When we gener 169-170. 

2. Jahn, R. G. and B. J. Dunpe, Margins ofRealiry--The Role ofConsciousnessate love, the signals literally resonate and couple with the Earth's 
in the Physical World, Harcourt Brace Jovanovich, New York, USA, 1987. pp.geomagnetic field and travel right around the world. They also 
203-204.

radiate out into space and through time at the speed of light, and 3. Weber, Renee, "Matter as a Meaning Field", ,in Dialogues with Scientists and 
are recorded outside of space and time in the morphogenetic Sages, Routledge & Kegan Paul, London and New York, pp. 106 and [16. 
fields. As like attracts like via ,the morphogenetic fields, the more 4. Weber, Renee, "Morphogenetic Fields: Nature's Habits", in DialiJgues with 
that we generate the coherent E-motion of love within us, the more Sciell/ists and Sages, op. cit., p. 77. 
easily and the more often that E~motion  can be received and 5. Ibid."p.80. 
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Figure 3: ECG Spectra of subject exhibiting different emotiona'i states. The top two, planetary love and care, are coherent. As the sub
ject changed states from love to worry <Or anxiety, tbe spectra became increasi1ngly incoherent as shown in Ihe bottom 'two recordings. 

(Source; Institute of HeartMath, Boulder Creek, Califomia, USA, 1993) 
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